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The Prescott and Russell Economic Development and Tourism (PREDT) Department is the Professional Bilingual
(French-English) Team That Businesses and Investors Turn to For Resources and Answers.
PREDT works with investors by providing the information and help they need to excel in the region, make
connections, and establish themselves quickly. By creating more consumer and investment opportunities,
PREDT fosters a strong market for existing businesses.
Contact us for a tour of inspired businesses and the Entrepreneurial Academy. Get immediate answers to all
your questions plus unconditional attention from our professional bilingual team.
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LOCATE YOU BUSINESS AND FAMILY IN CANADA’S
3RD LARGEST MEGA REGION: 22 MILLION PEOPLE
AND A $530 BILLION ECONOMY

Access an 70% bilingual
(French and English)workforce:
close to Quebec’s border—but in Ontario.
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In the United Counties of Prescott and Russell region,
supply chain, workforce talent and low operational
cost are immediate advantages for these established
sectors:
+ Agriculture, Agri-science & Biotechnology
+ Food Processing & Manufacturing;
		 + Transportation & Wholesale Distribution;
			 + Tourism + Education
				 + Aerospace Research & Development

See for yourself
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Which companies are already
SUCCEEDING in Prescott and
Russell?
BIG BUSINESS
Recruit from our trained local workforce and source raw materials
you need from Canada’s oldest agricultural region.
• Universities with programs tailored to your industry’s needs make
highly educated, skilled, bilingual local employees readily
available.
• A supportive, in-depth supply chain means you can process
your goods with locally sourced raw materials—from a thriving
agriculture community.
• Innovators trained at local colleges to research and develop your
next big success story help you expand your business ideas.
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PLUS, move what you need—to and from anywhere in
the world—in a first-rate logistics and distribution hub.
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SMALL BUSINESS
Finance your start-up and get administrative support.
Prescott and Russell’s professional Economic Developers
help you succeed throughout the years.
• Join established business sectors with a reputation for innovation,
culture and sustainability.
• With Human Resources support for hiring your workforce, you can
hire and retain competent staff from a large pool of skilled, bilingual
workers looking to live and work in the region.
• Get help accessing financial incentives and building best-fit
supply chain relationships.
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ARTISAN & MICRO BUSINESSES
Find unique storefronts & customers to sell your specialty
products and services.
• In Prescott and Russell you’ll find affordable storefronts and small
scale facilities so you can stake your claim. The many entrepreneurs
already here will show you the way to succeed.
• Serve a thriving tourism industry and growing demand for unique
arts, food, and outdoor experiences.
• Meet the desires of environmentally conscious consumers and
access local materials and sustainable energy opportunities.
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SUCCESS STORIES St-Albert Cheese Factory
Every year, hundreds of thousands of visitors can be seen stopping
by the St-Albert Cheese Factory to purchase delicious cheese and
local products. At the same time, over 2,000 other businesses throughout
Western Quebec and Eastern Ontario carry their award winning cheese.

The speciality of the Franco-Ontarian local cheese factory is cheddar.
Producing over twelve different types of cheddar, the factory offers
its client a complete slection of pure milk cheese consisting of fresh,
aged and fine cheddar. Plus, its Curd Festival attracts over 50,000
people to our region each summer. Winner of the BEST CHEDDAR 2014
at the Bristish Empire Cheese Show and BEST AGED CHEDDAR at the
Canadian Cheese Grand Prix 2015.
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SUCCESS STORIES BEAU’S ALL NATURAL BREWING COMPANY
Since 2006, Beau’s All Natural has used high quality, certified organic
ingredients to make a variety of delicious beers. Beau’s uses local spring
water, organic malts, hops and botanicals—presented in distinctive 600 ml
glass bottles. Since 2006 Beau’s has won more than 85 awards for brewing,
marketing and packaging design and business practices (including several
Prescott-Russell Excellence Awards). Most notably they include 2 Gold medals
at Mondial de la Bière (Strasbourg, France, and Montréal, Québec); 6 Gold
medals at the Canadian Brewing Awards, 7-times “Best Craft Brewery in
Ontario” and 7-times “Best Regularly Produced Beer in Ontario” at the Golden
Tap Awards.
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SUCCESS STORIES
EASTERN ONTARIO AGRI-FOOD NETWORK
In 2007, economic development stakeholders and local producers
sharing the same vision created a group dedicated to the development of
the agri-food sector in the counties of Prescott and Russell and
Stormont-Dundas & Glengarry. Since then, the Eastern Ontario Agri-Food
Network (EOAN) has helped many local producers and food processors
by offering them outstanding services, opportunities and support. With

their Foire Gourmande they showcase the numerous local products
and promote their products/service.

The recent establishment of the
Prescott and Russell local food
Counter initiative allows the
EOAN members to sell their local
products in grocery stores in the
region. This initiative helps multiple
producers to gain market share
and promote their products.
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Business Location Advantages

It’s easier to access large markets from low-cost land in Prescott
and Russell and find the best location if your business needs:

+
+
+
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Market-ready sites located within
15 km of the TransCanada Highway.
Start manufacturing and moving
your specialty products throughout
North America;
To find additional profit from
high-capacity utilities and
infrastructure — at lower tax rates
than USA agricultural hotspots like
California, Ohio and Pennsylvania;
Shovel-ready vacant land with fresh
water, high speed internet, and a
robust electric power system ready
to run your business.

Plus, you can easily
connect with the
agencies you need
to meet your business
requirements, like
OMAFRA, economic
development and
tourism organizations
and key logistics and
distribution centres.
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Move Your Products Through a Large Transportation
Hub and Wholesale Distribution Centre
World-class logistics services (close to provincial and international
borders, and air and sea ports) help you access raw materials to get
your goods to major markets like Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, the USA
and overseas.

Close to the Quebec border, Montreal and
Ottawa and a neighbouring large county, the
United Counties of Prescott and Russell cover
2,002 km2 in Eastern Ontario. To ease your
shipping, receiving and business travel times,
from Prescott and Russell you can use:
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+
+
+
+
+

The TransCanada Highway (Hwy 417), The Kings’s Highway (Hwy 401)
The Ontario-Quebec interprovincial bridge,
The operational CN Rail line,
Two international airports (Ottawa and Montreal),
Plus, one international port and bridge within 100 km, the Seaway
International Bridge (Cornwall - New York)
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LOGISTICS and DISTRIBUTION
ADVANTAGES
In Prescott and Russell, agriculture, manufacturing, and
warehousing converge to make and store organic,
local food and speciality productions. From craft
brewers to environementally conscious products, the
region is ready to provide reliable freight transportation
and offers convenient and diverse warehousing
options.

Innovators Create & Sell More With An
Abundant Supply Chain Ready To Ship
Their Products.
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WHAT’S MOVING EVERY DAY IN
PRESCOTT AND RUSSELL ?
+ Food processed with locally sourced ingredients, like
grains, vegetables and dairy. In particular, preservativefree goods can be shipped around North America fast or
refrigerated to limit spoilage.
+Manufacturated quality iron, steel and alloy products,
fertilizers and chemicals that require special handling.
+Natural resources like Biofuels created from the vast
land and farm crops that need to be safely stored and
shipped in hazardous material vehicles.
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Calypso is Canada’s biggest themed waterpark. With imaginative
management, this $65 million investment has been transformed into
a hundred different water adventures to keep you cool and busy.
• Awarded top 2015 Travellers’ Choice Award by TripAdvisor Canada®
• Calypso Theme Waterpark’s Kongo Expedition named Innovation of the Year (2014) at
the Ottawa Tourism Awards
• Innovation of the Year Award at 2012 Ottawa Tourism Awards
• Company of the Year Award at 2012 RGA Awards

More than 500 000 visitors in 3 months !
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TOURISM ADVANTAGES

Culture, Recreation and Tourism: Establish Your Tourism Venture
Where Resources And Visitors Are Plentiful
Tourism anchors like the Calypso Waterpark, the Ottawa River, the Prescott and
Russell Recreational Trails, and Culinary Tourism Food Festivals draw thousands of
people to the region each year.

+ Eco Tourism. Natural spaces - like the Ottawa River, Prescott and

Russell Recreational Trails and Larose Forest ( a 26,000-acre, conserved
man-made forest) - offer over 334 km of accessible trails as a backdrop
for your outdoor tourism entreprise.

+ Culinary Tourism. Share your talent with an existing foodie

audience and gain a marketing edge with Prescott and Russell’s
availability of locally hervested and produced high qualify ingredients from fresh dairy to craft beer, wine and speciality cheese.

+ Cultural Tourism. French-language heritage and landmark

preservation attract French and English visitors to appreciate Prescott and
Russell’s rich history of Ontario’s oldest agricultural area.
18
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9

AGRICULTURE/FOOD
PROCESSING ADVANTAGES
Are you a Talented Innovator Or Established Business Ready To
Create a Place For Your Company In Prescott and Russell ?
MANUFACTURE YOUR FOOD PRODUCTS AND STREAMLINE YOUR PROCESSES
using abundant agricultural resources and new technology to meet your mass
production or niche product demands. Get started with help from economic
development support initiatives:
+ Connect with the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs and meet
face-to-face at nearby regional office in Alfred for additional support in meeting your
requirements.
+ The Eastern Ontario Agri-Food Network connects producers, food processors
and municipal partners so you can develop and promote business in the
agri-food sector.
		+ Specialize in the food industry like crop production, or agri-tech in
		
2 years at La Cité’s Alfred Campus so you can produce quality food
		
resources to supply a blooming sector.
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13% OF ONTARIO’S AGRICULTURAL AND
AGRI-BUSINESSES are located in Prescott and Russell.
And, in the past five years, the food processing sector
created 100 new jobs and attracted more than
$20 million in investment.
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BIOTECHNOLOGY SECTOR
ADVANTAGES
Here, strong agricultural and
manufacturing sectors converge with
technological advances and
industry-specific education.

appliqués et de la technologie)* students
are rewarded with grants to fund biotech
ventures and get products to market in 18
to 24 months.

Fast Track Your Biotechnology Research
And Get Your Product to Market In two
Years.

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ACADEMY coaches
and mentors existing and young
entrepreneurs and new immigrants to help
new projects succeed in the region. Plus,
it provides low-cost space and support to
help you test, grow and commercialize
your business idea to boost economic
growth.

Prescott and Russell provides early stage
business support of new products. Get help
meeting your biotech business needs, from
a skilled workforce to hands-on continuous
economic development support.
THE BIOPOLE is not for profit and links
biotechnology research with business
development. By evaluating viability and
sustainability of new projects, through an
accelerator program and partners, BIOpole
ensures smooth growth for start-ups. Top
performing La Cité (Le collège d’Arts

Bioproduct development and
manufacturing are well suited to the
Prescott and Russell region. Thanks to
ample feedstock provisions for soy, grains,
corn, dairy components, biofuel.
*The largest French-language college in Ontario.
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PRESCOTT AND RUSSELL is
Canada’s birthplace for
biotechnology start-ups in
Bio Products, Alternative
and Green Energy.
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Access Existing Biotech Knowledge, Facilities
And Funds To Get Your Bio Idea In Use
• Pair your methods with the Ontario Agriculture College
and La Cité specialized training centres and their
developing technology;
• Test your results at the biorefinery with people who
understand your ideas;
• Locate in the Ottawa Cleantech program’s catchment
area (includes Prescott and Russell) so you can find the
investors and buyers you need to finance and sell your
bio-products—while living in a more affordable location.
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YOUR PROXIMITY TO THESE BIOTECHNOLOGY
RESOURCES WILL ENSURE YOUR PRODUCTS
ARE AVAILABLE SOONER AND THAT YOU
SPEND LESS ON SPECIALIZED FACILITIES.
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SUSTAINABLE ENERGY,
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING &
AEROSPACE ADVANTAGES

Lead The Way As New Sectors Gain
Momentum: Sustainable Energy, Construction
Engineering & Aerospace Support.
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+

Use the vast land to produce alternative energy like solar power
and lead the way in a region that can potentially generate an energy
capacity of 150 megawatts.

+

Develop sustainable construction models and use local renewable
resources so you can build efficient and feasible residences to
accommodate a fast growing population and solve new and existing
business’ complex industrial and business space requirements using your
innovative ideas.

+

Build on existing local aerospace assets (like DART AEROSPACE) to
add your aerospace research and development expertise to the growing
aerospace cluster of the Montreal-Mirabel Airport operating close to
Montreal without its high land and building prices.
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AEROSPACE research and development education offered at institutions in Ottawa and
Montreal produce a well-educated workforce for your aerospace support business.
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LABOUR ADVANTAGES
5 REASONS TO BUILD YOUR WORKFORCE With
Young, Well-Educated Professionals,
Hand-Picked from a Large, Skilled Labour
1. Guarantee yourself a higher educated workforce of professional and science-based
knowledge and experienced labour: 48% of the population (over 15 years old) have postsecondary education in Prescott and Russell;
2. 4.7 millions people living within a one-hour drive gives you a diverse employee pool: 25%
of the local Prescott and Russell population falls within the key economic and labour force
demographics of 25 to 44 years old;
3. Easily meet official language standards (French and English): fluent bilingual native French
speakers make up 85% of the Prescott & Russell population;
4. Non union employment and lower pay scales than other provinces saves you operating
costs;
5. A 2.5% employee turnover rate: 9,000 qualified workers work in the region and even more
look for work locally. Ensure sector specific expertise in agriculture, which makes up 10% of
jobs.
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Even better, TAKE THE LEGWORK OUT OF YOUR RECRUITING and concentrate on
hiring the best applicants: Prescott and Russell’s Employment Services Centre will
advertise your jobs, select responses, set up interviews and offer you a place to
meet.
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QUALITY OF LIFE ADVANTAGES
FOR EMPLOYEES & OWNERS
Choose Your Ideal Home Only 50 Minutes From
Ottawa and Montreal
As you build your business, you can build your life in Prescott and
Russell because everything you need to live well is here.

Choose from new residential construction or established homes

in eightdifferent municipalities: Township of Alfred and Plantagenet,
Village of Casselman, Township of Champlain, City of ClarenceRockland, Town of Hawkesbury, Township of East Hawkesbury, The
Nation Municipality, and Russell Township. STAY CONNECTED TO
THE REST OF THE WORLD WITH HIGH SPEED BROADBAND AVAILABLE
TO 97% OF THE PRESCOTT AND RUSSELL POPULATION.
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You’re never far from the adventure you’re seeking
• Life in Prescott and Russell is filled with options: like whether you want to fly out of
Montreal, Ottawa, or Toronto, you are a short flight away from the rest of North
America and the world.
• Both rural villages and larger centres are close, and generational families deeply
rooted in the Prescott and Russell community allow you to experience traditional
Franco-Ontarian culture;
• Stay active with outdoors adventures and eco-tourism amongst significant natural
features like the Larose Forest, the Prescott and Russell Recreational Trail, the Ottawa
River and Voyageur Provincial Park;
• Join the many young professionals who take in the urban nightlife in a short commute
to Ottawa or Montreal. Prescott and Russell’s excellent schools and culturally diverse
families help lead the way for the new economy.

Choose from English or French schools, plus over 10 colleges and
universities and more than 30 private schools within a 35-minute drive.
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The University of Ottawa (uOttawa or U of
O) is a bilingual (French and English) public
research university in Ottawa. The University
offers a wide variety of academic programs,
administered by ten faculties. It is a member
of the U15, a group of research-intensive
universities in Canada.
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RECENT INVESTMENTS in health and long-term care,

sustainable energy, recreation and transportation
means you can enjoy all stages of life in Prescott and
Russell:

+$93 MILLION in Hawkesbury General Hospital so you
can receive top notch health care.

+$15 MILLION in Prescott and Russell Residence

ensures you can live your whole life comfortably in
Prescott and Russell.

		

		
		

+$5 MILLION in 417 Bus Line lets working families

access their jobs in and outside the United Counties.
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Hawkesbury & District General Hospital (HGH) provides compassionate,
safe and quality patient care to the residents of Prescott-Russell in Eastern
Ontario and surrounding areas.
• HGH is a bilingual, 69-bed community hospital providing a full range of programs and
services from its main campus in Hawkesbury and two satellite centres in Rockland
and Casselman.
• In August 2014, HGH began construction on its new addition, initiating the first step in
its transformation to a full-service regional hospital.
• HGH relies on its 100 PHYSICIANS, 600 EMPLOYEES, AND 120 VOLUNTEERS to meet
the changing needs of the community. In May 2015, HGH received Accreditation
Canada’s highest ranking: Accredited with Exemplary Standing.
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What You’ll Miss If You Don’t Operate

Your Business In Prescott and Russell

The Prescott and Russell region fosters partnerships for business,
including: inter-municipal cost-sharing, inter-collegiate knowledgesharing, and the CONVERGENCE OF SECTORS THAT HELP
EACH OTHER GROW, like raw food producers with specialty food
creators.
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Joint business development efforts help businesses in any field.
In Prescott and Russell, you’re not limited by small-scale support.
Knowledge and prosperity are shared to respond to regional
needs and build momentum for success.
• Enjoy long-term growth and meet the demands of
environmentally conscious consumers; manufacture near
renewable resources and cutting-edge conservation
technology;
• Save on start-up expenses with tax, property and low-cost
operational incentives;
• Attract a second-generation and New Canadian workforce
(especially from French-speaking countries) who bring welldocumented strong work ethics.
Plus, whether you’re just starting out, or buying an existing
company, partnerships with La Cité’s agri-science programming
which supports the development of large business.
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FINALLY, Opening Your Doors To Start Making
Money Sooner With These three Investments
Funds
1. The JOB CREATION PROGRAM (sponsored by the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities) offers flexible repayment from $150,000 to
$500,000 to build your workforce.

2. The EASTERN ONTARIO DEVELOPMENT FUND helps you benefit from
business-community partnerships up to 15% of eligible project costs for
a maximum grant of $1.5 million.
3. The FedDev ONTARIO INVESTMENT helps your business access global
markets.

Plus, young, immigrant and existing entrepreneurs gain
confidence with start-up coaching and mentoring at the
ENTREPRENEURIAL ACADEMY. And, find existing funding
through different partner agencies to help them bring new
job opportunities and tourist attractions to the region.
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YOUR PRESCOTT AND RUSSELL
COMMUNITY
Prescott and Russell’s EIGHT MUNICIPALITIES work with these community partners to
serve your business needs:
Economic Development and Tourism – United Counties of Prescott and Russell (PREDT - UCPR)
Carole Lavigne, Director
Prescott and Russell Community Development Corporation (PRCDC)
John Candie, Executive Director
Eastern Ontario Training Board (EOTB)
Denis Thibault, Executive Director
• Tourisme Prescott-Russell Tourism (TPRT)
• Eastern Ontario Agri-Food Network
• Prescott and Russell Entrepreneurial
Academy (PREA)
• Prescott & Russell Business Alliance (PRBA)
• Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
(OMAFRA) - Yves Lavictoire

• Ministry of Economic Development, Employment &
Infrastructure (MEDEI) - Lynne Groulx
• Prescott-Russell Entrepreneurship Centre (PREC)
• Prescott and Russell Arts Council (CAPRAC)
• La Cité : Collèges d’arts appliqués et de
technologie
• Prescott and Russell Employment Services Centre

Prescott and Russell’s 8 MUNICIPALITIES: Township of Alfred and Plantagenet, Village of Casselman, Township of
Champlain, City of Clarence-Rockland, Town of Hawkesbury, Township of East Hawkesbury, The Nation Municipality
and Russell Township.
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United Counties of Prescott and Russell
Economic Development and Tourism
59, Court St. BOX 304. L’Orignal ON K0B 1K0

1.800.667.6307 |www.prescott-russell.on.ca

